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ABSTRACT
Map matching is a key part of many GIS applications, linking ob-
served GPS traces to road networks via a map. But when that map
contains errors such as missing or mislabeled roads, map matching
can give poor or even misleading results. Here, an approach to
tracking vehicles able to move both on and off known road net-
works is introduced that efficiently unifies existing hidden Markov
model (HMM) approaches for map matching and standard free-
space tracking methods (e.g. Kalman smoothing) in a principled
way. In addition to avoiding generating misleading map-matching
output, this approach has applications in learning map information
from GPS traces, for example detecting unmapped or incorrectly
mapped roads and parking lots. The approach is a form of interact-
ing multiple model (IMM) filter subject to an additional assumption
on the type of model interaction permitted. This allows an efficient
formulation, here termed a semi-interacting multiple model (sIMM)
filter. A forward filter (suitable for realtime tracking) and backward
MAP sampling step (suitable for MAP trajectory inference and map
matching) are described. The framework set out here is agnostic to
the specific tracking models used, and makes clear how to replace
these components with others of a similar type.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Location based services;Geographic
information systems; Data cleaning; Global positioning systems;
KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Map matching is a process by which a sequence of Global Position-
ing System (GPS) locations from, for example, a vehicle is matched
to a path traversed through a known road network, using map infor-
mation. It is sometimes thought of as ‘snapping’ a GPS trace to roads
in a map. This has two distinct applications: improving the accuracy
of received locations, and linking GPS traces to the road network
itself. In the first case, map matching can improve the accuracy of
location data by using knowledge of the road map to augment direct
but possibly noisy sensor data, via the assumptions that vehicles
move on roads. In the second case, map matching allows learning
about the road network (for example, learning average road speeds)
by linking vehicle trajectories directly to components of the road
network.
This paper considers the problem ofmapmatchingwhen themap
is incorrect or incomplete. This is important because even the best
maps will contain errors, omissions or simply become out of date as
the world around them changes. In that case, the advantages of map
matching can become disadvantages: forcing vehicle trajectories
to follow a path in an incomplete or incorrect road network may
make it less accurate rather than more. If incorrect trajectories are
generated it may also lead to learning incorrect information about
the state of the world.
In order to mitigate these issues, a method is introduced here
that allows existing sample-based map matching algorithms (e.g.
HMM-based methods) to be efficiently made robust to such map
issues. It allows tracking of vehicles both on and off known road
networks, switching between the two modes as necessary in a
single trajectory. This allows standard on-road vehicle motion to be
map matched as usual, but allows off-road trajectory portions to be
generated as a fallback that can be used when the road network as
described by the map cannot plausibly accommodate the observed
vehicle motion. This allows map matching to be robust to map
errors, helping to improve the accuracy of output trajectories, and
giving information about places in which the map is wrong; see for
example, figure 1.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 1.1 surveys existing
work on map matching and on- and off-road vehicle tracking. Sec-
tion 2 outlines the details of the method, with section 2.2 describing
a forward filter suitable for realtime vehicle tracking, and 2.3 de-
scribing a backward sampling pass for generating map matched
trajectories. Section 3 shows some results of running the system
described, and compares it to existing methods and, finally, section
4 draws conclusions and makes suggestions for future work.
1.1 Existing Work
Multiple approaches to map matching from GPS trace data have
been developed. Early approaches were often geometric or route
based e.g. [23], [3]; the simplest of these simply match GPS points
to the nearest on-road point, but more sophisticated variants add
increasing consideration of route consistency constraints and ob-
servation plausibility. Over the last decade hidden Markov model
(HMM) approaches such as [13], [19], [8], [16] and [9], have grown
in popularity. These approaches represent the vehicle’s state (e.g.
position, speed, heading, etc.), which cannot be directly observed
(i.e. it is hidden). They then define a model of the system governing
the evolution of this hidden state in terms of probabilistic emission
and transition models. The emission model describes the proba-
bility of making an observation such as a GPS given a particular
vehicle state, whereas the transition model gives the probability
of transitioning from one hidden state to another in the next time
period. In this way they can enforce both route consistency and ob-
servation plausibility. In general, the state space must be discretized
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into finite possible hidden states to allow for tractable inference.
The implementation of map matching in the commonly used Open
Source Routing Machine (OSRM) routing engine [11] is based on
the HMM algorithm in [13]. Such mapmatching can also be adapted
to multiple transit modes, for example [5] recently proposed a map
matching algorithm able to determine the use of different transit
modes.
In addition to map matching work from the GIS community,
there is a substantial body of relevant work on Bayesian filtering
for object tracking and localization e.g. [1], [18], largely based on
sequential Monte Carlo methods such as the particle filter and its
derivatives [7], [4], [21]. This tackles a somewhat similar problem,
especially when tracking is augmented with road information, al-
beit with a focus on realtime filtering and localization accuracy as
opposed to trajectory inference, which is the focus of map match-
ing. For standard types of motion, such as that of passenger cars in
free-space (i.e. not constrained to move only on roads) closed-form
filters such as Kalman filters or approximate nonlinear variants
such as the extended or unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [10], [22]
can track targets and infer their trajectories [17] accurately and
robustly in a computationally efficient way. Such closed-form filters
cannot, however, easily deal with the multimodality introduced by
the branching structure of road networks. Sample-based approaches
such as particle filtering or finite state space HMMs are more easily
able to deal with the nonlinearlity and multimodality induced by
restricting states to lie on the road network.
Our work here draws on both these bodies of work to develop a
general approach to map matching that is robust to the road map
being wrong. This uses techniques from road-augmented target
tracking, which allow targets to be tracked both on- and off-road,
taking advantage of road map data when appropriate to improve
tracking accuracy, for example [20], [6], [15] and [12]. These meth-
ods use a two-model approach, in which an on-road model and
an off-road model are run simultaneously. At any given time the
relative probabilities of the models are calculated and the state dis-
tribution taken as a weighted mixture of the output from each. In
order to correctly model certain types of behaviour such as crossing
from one road to another via an off-road area, the models must be
able to ‘interact’ with each other, so that, going forward in time,
new states in one model can be spawned from the current state of
the other model. For example, an off-road state should be able to
give rise to a nearby on-road state in the next step of the filter to
model the possibility of transitions from off- to on-road movement.
A sample-based multiple-model approach able to deal with on-
and off-roadmotion is offered by interactingmultiple model particle
filter (IMM-PF) approaches, for example in [15], which maintain
fixed-size populations of samples for each model and use these to
calculate model probabilities at each step. In these approaches, both
on- and off-road tracking is performed with sample-based methods,
which can make such methods computationally demanding and
lose benefits such as robustness of closed-form tracking methods
in the off-road case. Here an approach is outlined which attempts
to combine sample-based on-road tracking methods with efficient
closed-form off-road tracking. In particular, the off-road tracking
model is intended as a ‘fallback’ model only at times when the
on-road model does not provide sufficient flexibility to describe
vehicle motion. For this reason, we would like to spend only a small
Figure 1: Example of idealized output - when the vehicle is
moving on correctlymapped roadsmapmatching should be
used to produce on-road trajectories. If a missing segment is
encountered a portion of off-road trajectory should be gen-
erated; map matching can then continue correctly after the
missing segment, and a valid trajectory generated.
amount of computation on the fallback off-road filter, and retain
maximum flexibility in the on-road map matching model. Figure
1 illustrates the potential benefits of such a system in the case of
missing roads.
The approach developed here is termed the semi-Interacting Mul-
tiple Model (sIMM) approach. It is based around the idea that it must
be possible to spawn new on-road states from off-road states (see
figure 1), but that it is sufficient for the off-road filter to run inde-
pendently (hence ‘semi’-interacting), because it tracks in free space.
This allows a closed-form off-road filter to interact with a sample
based method without hypothesis explosion [2] and with minimal
additional computational cost compared to running the two filters
separately. The assumptions inherent in this framework and their
likely effects are made clear in what follows, and are shown to be
not especially onerous in this application. The sIMM framework
is presented here in a general way, allowing any sample-based on-
road map matching algorithm to be used. Special attention is given
to the finite state space HMM case because of its importance in
map matching applications, but alternative models such as particle
filters could easily be substituted in this framework.
The sIMM filter can be seen as a special case of the IMM-PF
filter in which the off-road tracking filter has a single marginalized
sample [4], and in which interaction is approximated by restricted
interaction functions. Taking this view shows how to extend the
sIMM model given here to the fully interacting case.
2 SEMI-INTERACTING MULTIPLE MODEL
FILTER
2.1 Outline of Approach
The key idea behind the sIMM filter is to run a stable, closed-form
Kalman filter (or extended or unscented variant, hence denoted
(E/U)KF) as a general free-space (off-road) tracking model for the ve-
hicle being tracked. This filter evolves separately and uninfluenced
by an HMM (or other sample-based) on-road tracking component.
Crucially, however, the (E/U)KF off-road tracker is allowed to give
rise to ancestors of next-generation on-road samples.
This maintains the cheap, robust (E/U)KF off-road filter as an
independent component that can be run separately, but allows the
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on-road tracker to use this to create off-road portions of motion in
a principled way. The (E/U)KF filter does not really need to interact
with the on-road filter because, being a free-space tracker, it will
not diverge from true vehicle track (at least when observations
are somewhat reliable) in the same way that the on-road filter can
(e.g. when a link road does not exist, necessitating a large detour).
This is at the cost of some accuracy, since it cannot benefit from
map information. However since this component is considered a
fallback, some loss of accuracy is tolerable.
The two models (E/U)KF and HMM each track the target, but it is
assumed that the target may switch from motion best described by
one model to the other at any time. The vehicle’s overall posterior
is taken to be a mixture model over the two tracking models with a
component weight assigned to eachmodel. The interaction between
the models comes because transitions are allowed between the
models, but here that interaction is ‘semi-’ because the on-road filter
is not allowed to influence the evolution of the off-road (E/U)KF
filter, but interaction is allowed in the opposite direction.
The following section develop the forward semi-interacting mul-
tiple model filter (sIMM) and the subsequent section shows how the
output of this filter can be used to generate maximum a posteriori
(MAP) vehicle trajectories as in map matching applications.
2.2 Forward sIMM Filter
Let Mt be the mode of motion at time t , where Mt ∈ {r ,д} with
r representing the on-road model and д representing the off-road
(general) model. Given a series of observations y1:t , the overall
model is that the state posterior can be represented as a weighted
mixture of the posterior conditioned on each of these models, i.e.
that
p(Xt |y1:t ) =
∫
p(Xt ,Mt |y1:t )dMt
=
∫
p(Xt |Mt ,y1:t )p(Mt |y1:t )dMt
=
∑
m∈{r,д }
µmt pm (Xmt |y1:t ) (1)
where pm (Xmt |y1:t ) = p(Xmt |Mt =m,Y1:t ) is the mode-conditioned
posterior of the vehicle state at time-period t , i.e. immediately after
the t th observation, and µmt = p(Mt |Y1:t ) is the mode weight of
modem at that time.
The mixture weights µmt can be found as
µmt =
∑
n∈{r,д }
∫
p(Mt =m,Mt−1 = n,Xt−1,Xmt |y1:t )dXt−1dXmt
∝
∑
n∈{r,д }
p(Mt =m |Mt−1 = n)
[ ∫
p(Xmt |Xnt−1,Mt =m,Mt−1 = n)
pm (yt |Xmt ,Mt =m)p(Mt−1 = n,Xnt−1 |y1:t−1)dXmt−1dXmt
]
(2)
where theXmt represents the state vector of modelm at time-period
t ; for example X rt ∈ R and Xдt ∈ G, where R and G are the state
spaces of the on- and off-road tracking models, respectively.
Using a two state Markov chain as a transition model for the
motion type, so that the prior probability of going from motion of
type n to typem is πnm , this can be written as
µmt ∝
∑
n∈{r,д }
µnt−1πnm
∫
pm (yt |Xmt )pnm (Xmt |Xnt−1)
× pn (Xnt |y1:t−1)dXnt−1dXmt (3)
where the notation pm indicates conditioning on modelm at the
appropriate time, for example conditioning onMt =m; pnm is used
to indicate conditioning onMt =m andMt−1 = n. Thus, the terms
in the integral are, in turn: the observation density at time t for
modelm; the state transition density from model n at time t − 1 to
model n at time t (further details are given below); and the state
posterior filtering density conditioned on model n at time t − 1.
Note that the integral term here is the observation likelihood
conditional on the motion model in the previous and current time
period
Imn =
∫
pm (yt |Xmt )pnm (Xmt |Xnt−1)pn (Xnt |y1:t−1)dXnt−1dXmt
= p(yt |y1:t−1,Mt =m,Mt−1 = n) (4)
The model-conditioned state posterior density (final term in the
integral above) is given by the posterior filtering density for the
specified motion model. In the case of the general off-road motion
model this will be a Gaussian distribution given by the (E/U)KF,
whereas in the case of the on-road model, this is a weighted sample-
based distribution given by the HMM.
Evaluating the integral Imn for each combination ofm and n is
the key challenge in formulating the sIMM, and the rest of this sec-
tion will outline a series of approximations that can be used in order
to do so. An attempt will be made to make clear the approximations
being made and the possible consequences of those approximations.
Assumption 1: Semi-interaction
The eponymous ‘semi’-interacting approximation amounts to
approximating the state transition function when moving from on-
to off-road models as
prд(Xдt |X rt−1) ≈ pдд(Xдt |Xдt−1) (5)
It is also assumed that in this casepr (X rt−1 |Y1:t−1) ≈ pд(X
д
t−1 |Y1:t−1).
In particular, assuming that the right-hand side is a good approxi-
mation of the left in both these approximations, i.e. that the state
posterior distribution under the (E/U)KF is similar to that starting
from the road state in the previous stage.
The assumption above will be good whenever the off-road state
estimate is already close to the road point under consideration, and
will be worse when it is far away. This is ideal (for an approxima-
tion) because when the off-road estimate is far away from the road,
the on-road hypothesis should be weak and the r → д transition
will be of minimal importance. Because the off-road tracking will,
in general, fit the observation better than one starting from the on-
road point (because its position is not constrained) the probability
of the r → д transition will generally be slightly overestimated,
meaning that r → д transitions will be slightly more likely than
they would ideally be. In the near-to-road case, this effect will be
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smaller, as the approximation will be better, and in the far-from-
road case this effect will be larger, but in this case the probability of
an r → д transition will anyway be small, and therefore the effect
of the approximation should be small overall.
Assumption 2: Off- to on-road transitions are approximated by
assuming the vehicle was at its nearest on-road state at the previous
time.
The sIMM here uses the same approximation in the off-road to
on-road transition as that used in [15]:
pдr (X rt |Xдt−1) ≈ pr r (X rt |д2r (X
д
t−1)) (6)
where д2r : G → R is a mapping function from general to road
states. This approximates the off- to on-road state transition den-
sity as the road transition density assuming the preceding off-road
point was already at д2r (Xдt−1). This will overestimate the transi-
tion density when the off-road point is far from the road, because
no account is taken of the distance of the off-road point to the
corresponding on-road projection, making this transition density
the same for all points inG projecting to д2r (Xдt−1). This will inflate
the д → r state transition density in the case of off-road points
very distant from the road. In these cases, once again, the overall
д → r transition probability should be small and so the effect of
this approximation will be reduced. An alternative would be to use
the full free-space transition model, approximating the transition
density as
pдr (X rt |Xдt−1) ≈ pдд(r2д(X rt )|X
д
t−1) (7)
Something closer to an idealized model would be given by
pдr (X rt |Xдt−1) ≈
∫
pr r (X rt |д2r (X ∗t ∗ ))pдд(X ∗t ∗ |Xдt−1)dX ∗t ∗dt∗ (8)
where X ∗t ∗ ∈ R ranges over the set of road points and t∗ is a times-
tamp between the times of observations t − 1 and t . However, for
practical motion models this will be intractable in reasonable time,
so the approximation in equation 6 is used instead.
There are four previous-to-current stage model combinations for
which we need to evaluate the model-conditioned likelihood Imn
in (4). Assumptions 1 and 2 define the conditional state transition
function in all cases:
pnm (Xmt |Xnt−1) =

pдд(Xдt |Xдt−1) m = д,n ∈ {r ,д}
pr r (X rt |X rt−1) m = n = r
pr r (X rt |д2r (Xдt−1)) m = r ,n = д
(9)
The integral Imn can be calculated in each of these cases as
follows:
Case m = д,n ∈ {д, r } (д → д and r → д transitions): the
integral Imn corresponds to the prediction error decomposition
from the (E/U)KF. This can be calculated in closed form to give
Irд ≈ Iдд =
∫
pд(yt |Xдt )pд(Xдt |y1:t−1)dXдt
= N (yt ; µyt , Σyt ) (10)
with, for the extended Kalman filter off-road tracking model,
µyt = ht (Xˆдt |t−1)
Σyt = Ht Σˆt |t−1HTt + Rt
Ht =
∂ht
∂X
|Xˆt |t−1
where here h(X ) is the (nonlinear) observation function and µt |t−1
and Σt |t−1 are the predictive state mean and covariance, respec-
tively, calculated in the predict step of the extended Kalman filter.
(For the standard Kalman filter h(X ) is replaced with HX , where H
is the observation matrix, which also replaces the Jacobian in the
covariance update).
Case m = n = r (r → r transition): here, the previous-state
posterior is given from the sample-based on-road tracker by a
weighted sample approximation, i.e.
pr r (X rt |X rt−1) ≈
∑
j
w
r, j
t δ {X r , jt−1 } (11)
where δ {x } represents a unit point probability mass located at x
and X r, jt−1 is the location of the j
th sample in the sample-based
approximation at observation time t − 1.
Similarly, the current-stage predictive distribution is also given
by weighted samples (e.g. in the case of the ad-hoc HMM from [13]
the placement of these is induced by the observation yt ). In this
case, both the Xt−1 and Xt integrals are approximated by finite
sums to give
Ir r ≈
∑
i
pr (yt |X r,it )
∑
j
pr (X r,it |X r, jt−1)w
r, j
t−1 =
∑
i
vr,it (12)
Note here that the vt are unnormalized versions of the forward
filter weights in the HMM filter, i.e. that
wr,it ∝ vr,it s .t .
∑
i
wr,it = 1 (13)
Case m = r ,n = д (д → r transition): this is the trickiest case
because the previous-stage posterior filter distribution is continuous
(Gaussian) but the successor road state is discrete and the mapping
д2r (.) is highly nonlinear due to the shape of the road network. The
required integral is given by
Iдr =
∑
i
pr (yt |X r,it )
∫
pr r (X r,it |д2r (Xдt−1))pд(X
д
t−1 |y1:t−1)dX
д
t−1
(14)
The inner integral is generally intractable and must be approxi-
mated. This corresponds to the predictive distribution of the road
state given that the previous state was off-road and a д → r transi-
tion occurred). One option is to use a sample-based approximation,
approximating the previous filtering posterior with a (possibly
weighted) collection of samples. For example, Monte Carlo meth-
ods such as importance sampling, or a deterministic approximation
such as a Sigma-Point (unscented) approximation could be used
[10]. An even easier (but clearly worse!) approximation is to use a
single point approximation to the previous posterior filtering state
distribution. Choosing the mean of the previous-state Gaussian
filtering posterior distribution µt−1 |t−1 gives
Iдr ≈
∑
i
pr (yt |X r,it )pr r (X r,it |д2r (µдt−1 |t−1)) (15)
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A better approximation is of course preferable from an accuracy
perspective but more computationally expensive. The (very) simple
approximation here uses a single sample at the MAP point of the
distribution and so will overestimate this particular likelihood and
makeд → r transition more likely than they would otherwise be. In
most cases, this approximation will likely be sufficient, but if д → r
transitions happen too easily, this approximation could be revisited.
Assumption 3: Approximation of previous-state filtering poste-
rior as a single point at the MAP point when calculating r → д
likelihood.
For finite state HMM-based on-road tracking models such as
[13] (that is, models that integrate (sum) over all previous-stage
samples, rather than sampling the ancestor of each sample as in
particle filters) the sample weights must be adjusted at each stage
to account for the presence of the off-road model, i.e. to account for
the fact that the off-road model can be the ancestor of any on-road
sample, and thus contributes to its weight. The filter-weights for
the sample-based on-road model are given as follows:
wr,it ∝ µrt−1πr rur,it + µдt−1πдrpr (yt |X r,it ))pr (X r,it |д2r (µt−1 |t−1))
(16)
where ur,it is the sample weight calculated in the standard on-road
filter without accounting for off-road ancestors, i.e.
ur,it =
∑
j
pr (yt |X r,it )pr (X r,it |X r, jt−1) (17)
where j ranges over the previous-stage HMM samples.
For particle filter models, this adjustment is not necessary, since
the ancestor of each current-stage road sample is sampled from the
previous stage distribution; this reflects the different approximation
made by particle filters compared to finite state HMMs.
2.2.1 Algorithm. The overall forward sIMM filtering algorithm,
assuming a finite state space-based HMM on-road tracking model,
is given as follows (for particle filter-based on-road tracking, this
should be appropriately adjusted to reflect the more direct compu-
tation of the model weights, see e.g. [15]):
(1) Initialization
(a) Initialize the on-road filter as a collection of on-road sam-
ples
(b) Initialize the off-road filter
(2) For each observation yt with t = 1, ...,T :
(a) Update the off-road filter to find the posterior pд(Xдt |y1:t )
(b) Calculate the off-road (д → д) observation likelihood
a = pд(yt |y1:t−1)
using equation 10; this also serves as an approximation to
the likelihood in the (r → д) case.
(c) Update the on-road filter to find the posterior pr (X rt |y1:t )
(d) Calculate the on-road (r → r ) observation likelihood using
equation 12:
b = pr (yt |y1:t−1)
(e) Calculate the observation likelihood in the (д → r ) case
as c using the sum in equation 15:
• Find the corresponding on-road point of the previous-
stage filter posterior mode as д2r (µt−1 |t−1)
• Summing over all samples i in the HMM state approxi-
mation at stage t :
c =
∑
i
pr (yt |X r,it )pr (X r,it |д2r (µt−1 |t−1))
(f) If using a finite state space HMM on-road model, adjust
the filter’s sample weights to those given in equation (16)
(g) Calculate the model probability as proportional to:
mrt = µ
r
t−1πr rb + µ
д
t−1πдr c
m
д
t = µ
r
t−1πrдa + µ
д
t−1πддa
(h) Normalize for forward filter model probability at stage t :
µrt =m
r
t /(mrt +mдt )
µ
д
t = 1 − µrt
(i) The overall filter posterior at stage t is given by:
p(Xt |y1:t ) = µдt pд(Xдt |y1:t ) + µrt pr (X rt |y1:t )
2.3 MAP State Sequence Estimation
The filter above allows tracking of targets moving on- and off- the
known map. However, map matching requires inferring the most
likely trajectory taken by the target, i.e. the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) location sequence. The MAP state sequence M∗1:T , X
∗
1:T is
chosen so as to maximize the all-data posterior probability distri-
bution p(M1:T ,X1:T |y1:T ). By decomposing this distribution in a
‘cascade’, it can be seen how to sample it sequentially to obtain the
MAP sequence:
p(M1:T ,X1:T |y1:T ) = p(MT ,XT |y1:T )
T−1∏
t=1
p(Mt ,Xt |Mt+1,Xt+1,y1:t )
(18)
Here, the distribution p(Mt ,Xt |Mt+1,Xt+1,y1:t ) depends only
on subsequent state variables (and preceding observations). The
final distributionp(MT ,XT |y1:T ) is the final stage filtering posterior
distribution, as calculated above.We can thus sample theMAP point
from this by choosing themode of the posterior filtering distribution
at the final stage (discussed for the sIMM model below). This then
allows recursive backward sampling of the MAP state and model
going from stage t = T −1, ..., 1 choosing the mode model and state
denoted M∗t and X ∗t of the distribution p(Mt ,Xt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t )
at each stage t and using this in subsequent steps.
In the sIMM model, the meaning of the mode of the state and
model distribution is not well-defined because the inferred state
distribution is a mixture of continuous and discrete probability
distributions. These are not directly comparable (because in the
latter case we calculate a probability of being at each of a finite
number of points whereas in the former we calculate a probability
density over the entire state space). However, it is possible to per-
form backwards sampling (e.g. for MAP sequence estimation) by
first sampling the model indicator and then sampling the state itself
from the corresponding model’s conditional state distribution. This
corresponds to sampling from p(Mt ,Xt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t ) using the
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cascade decomposition
p(Mt ,Xt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t ) = p(Xt |Mt ,M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,Y1:t )
× p(Mt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t )
(19)
Using the assumed Markovian structure of the target motion, the
distribution p(Mt ,Xt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t ) can be written as being pro-
portional to
p(Mt ,Xt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t ) ∝ p(M∗t+1,X ∗t+1 |Mt ,Xt )p(Mt ,Xt |y1:t )
= p(X ∗t+1 |Xt ,Mt ,M∗t+1)p(M∗t+1 |Mt )p(Xt |Mt ,y1:t )p(Mt |y1:t )
(20)
The marginal distribution ofMt can be found by integrating the
above distribution over Xt , to give
p(Mt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t ) =
∫
p(Mt ,Xt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t )dXt
∝ µMtt π (Mt ,M∗t+1)
∫
p(X ∗t+1 |Xt ,Mt ,M∗t+1)p(Xt |Mt ,y1:t )dXt
(21)
where µMtt is the model posterior for modelMt ∈ {r ,д} calculated
in the forward filter, and π (Mt ,M∗t+1) is mode transition probability
from modelMt toM∗t+1. Evaluating the integral above requires the
previous filtering posterior for both models (the second term) along
with the conditional transition model for the state in each of the
four cases {r ,д} → {r ,д}. The same-model transitions (r → r ,
д → д) are simply those from the corresponding filter. In the
filtering section above, the r → д and д → r transition models
were both defined. We could use these, but here we take the slightly
unusual step of making different approximations for each of these
transitions in the backward direction.
Case r → д: This case is the transition from an on-road point at
stage t (i.e.M∗t = r ), to an off-road point already sampled at t +1 (i.e.
M∗t+1 = д). The forward transition in this case was approximated
using the semi-interacting assumption in equation 5. In backward
sampling, if a mapping function r2д : R → G is available from on-
road to off-road states, this earlier approximation can be somewhat
atoned for by using the transition density that we would have used
in a fully interacting IMM model:
p∗rд(X ∗,дt+1 |X rt ) ≈ pдд(X
∗,д
t+1 |r2д(X rt )) (22)
This requires that the map r2д : R → G must encompass all dy-
namic state components of G, which can be tricky and necessitate
further approximation when going from on-road states with no or
limited dynamic information as in the HMM model in [13].
This lets at least some account be taken of the location (and
possibly other dynamic state) of the presumed road exit point when
sampling the previous stage’s road position. This must be evaluated
for each candidate on-road sample at stage t , and the MAP point
can be chosen by choosing that which maximizes equation (21) in
this case.
Case д → r : Here the transition is from an off-road point at stage
t (i.e. Mt = д), to an already sampled on-road point X ∗t−1 at t + 1
(i.e. M∗t+1 = r ). The sampled on-road point’s corresponding off-
road point r2д(X ∗t+1) could thus be as the subsequent state in an
off-road model transition. This approximates the transition from t
Figure 2: Example of how using the д → r transition model
used in the forward direction is not ideal during backward
sampling case. Because it makes use of projection onto the
road and the on-road transition model, the forward transi-
tionmodelwould result in first sampling an on-road point at
t , thenmapping it to an off-road point, giving a point on the
dashed line (assuming nearest road point projection). How-
ever, using the alternative backward д → r transition model
based on the off-road transition model described in section
2.3 a point on the line C-B will be generated (in the case of
obvious motion models).
to t + 1 as taking place entirely in the off-road model, i.e. making
the approximation during the backward pass
p∗дr (X ∗,rt+1 |X
д
t ) ≈ pдд(r2д(X ∗,rt+1)|X
д
t ) (23)
This gives a backward sampling step exactly as that in the д → д
case, replacing X ∗,дt+1 with r2д(X ∗,rt+1).
The backward transition approximation in equation 23 is dif-
ferent from the approximation for r → д transitions used in the
forward direction, and thus adds an additional and non-obvious
approximation to the system. The forward transition model in this
case could be used via a sampling approach. However, this is prob-
lematic because of the projection д2r (.) used to map off-road points
to on-road points. Under simple versions of that, which, for exam-
ple, map off-road points to their nearest on-road point, every point
perpendicular to the same on-road point (and not closer to some
other road) will map to the same on-road location. It can be shown
that this gives rise to a sometimes poor and counter-intuitive set of
possible optima in the backward posterior, that do not account well
for the subsequent (already sampled) on-road position; see figure 2.
Assumption 4: In the backward direction, a transition from off-
road to on-road is modelled as an off-road transition to the equiva-
lent off-road point.
Effect: Distorts the off-road all-data MAP point, especially near
д → r transition.
Given these new assumptions about the transition model in the
backwards sampling phase, the integral in equation (21) can be
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evaluated in every case, as follows. Let
Jn→m =
∫
p(X ∗,mt+1 |Xnt ,Mt = n,M∗t+1 =m)p(Xt |Mt = n,y1:t )dXnt .
(24)
The four cases of this integral can be evaluated as follows:
Case д → д:
Jд→д =
∫
N
(
X
∗,д
t+1; f (X
д
t ),Qt
)
N
(
X
д
t ; µt |t , Σt |t
)
dXt
= N
(
X
∗,д
t+1; f (µt |t ),Qt + FΣt |t FT
)
(25)
where f is the state transition function, F is its Jacobian, and Qt is
the state transition covariance from the chosen extended Kalman
off-road filter. µt |t and Σt |t are the mean and covariance of the
posterior filtering distribution from that filter at stage t .
Case r → д:
Jr→д ≈
∑
i
pдд(X ∗,дt+1 |r2д(X r,it ))wr,it (26)
Case r → r :
Jr→r =
∑
i
pr r (X ∗,rt+1 |X r,it )wr,it (27)
Case д → r :
Jд→r ≈
∫
N
(
r2д(X ∗,rt+1); f (X
д
t ),Qt
)
N
(
X
д
t ; µt |t , Σt |t
)
dXt
= N
(
r2д(X ∗,rt+1); f (µt |t ),Qt + FΣt |t FT
)
(28)
The MAP modelM∗t can be sampled by evaluating the appropri-
ate versions of the integral (depending onM∗t+1) and then choosing
the value ofMt that maximizes the expression in equation (21).
OnceM∗t has been sampled the MAP state X ∗t can be sampled as
the mode of the distribution
p(Xt |X ∗t+1,M∗t ,M∗t+1) ∝ p(X ∗t+1 |Xt ,M∗t ,M∗t+1)p(Xt |M∗t ,y1:t )
(29)
The second term here is the filter posterior distribution and the
first is the conditional state transition density. In order to sample
X ∗t , each type ofM∗t toM∗t+1 transition must be considered.
Case r → r : The easiest case to deal with is whenM∗t = M∗t+1 = r ,
since this is a standard backward sampling step from the HMM.
p(X rt |X ∗,rt+1,M∗t = M∗t+1 = r ,y1:t ) ∝ pr r (X ∗,rt+1 |X rt )pr (X rt |y1:t )
=
∑
i
wr,it pr (X ∗,rt+1 |X r,it )δ {X r ,it }
(30)
The MAP X ∗t is then simply the sample i with the maximum back-
ward sampling weightwr,it pr (X ∗,rt+1 |X r,it ).
Case r → д: The relevant distribution is given (approximately) by
p(X rt |X ∗,rt+1,M∗t = r ,M∗t+1 = д,y1:t ) ∝ pдд(X
∗,д
t+1 |r2д(X r,it ))wr,it δ {X r ,it }
(31)
Again, the MAP X ∗t is the sample i with the maximum backward
sampling weight.
Case д → д: In the M∗t = M∗t+1 = д case the backward sampling
step is that from standard backward sampling in the (E/U)KF and
is given as:
p(Xдt |X ∗,дt+1,M∗t = д,M∗t+1 = д,y1:t ) ∝ pдд(X
∗,д
t+1 |X
д
t )pд(Xдt |y1:t )
∝ N
(
X
д
t ; µ
∗
t , Σ
∗
t
)
(32)
with
Σ∗t =
(
Σ−1t |t + F
TQ−1t F
)−1
µ∗t = Σ∗t
(
Σ−1t |t µt |t + F
TQ−1t X
∗,д
t+1
)
The MAP X ∗t is then given by µ∗t .
Caseд → r :Using the earlier approximation, this case is essentially
as the д → д case above, withX ∗,дt+1 replaced with r2д(X ∗,rt+1), giving
p(Xдt |X ∗,rt+1,M∗t = д,M∗t+1 = r ,y1:t ) ∝ N
(
X
д
t ; µ
∗
t , Σ
∗
t
)
(33)
with Σ∗t as above, and
µ∗t = Σ∗t
(
Σ−1t |t µt |t + F
TQ−1t r2д(X ∗,rt+1)
)
This completes all necessary components to sample the MAP path
from the sIMM tracker.
2.3.1 Algorithm. The complete algorithm for backward sam-
pling of the MAP trajectory is given as follows:
(1) Run the forward filtering algorithm above and store:
• The set of on-road samples and their forward-filter weights
wr,it at each stage
• The filter model posterior probabilities at each stage µmt
form ∈ {r ,д}
• The filter posterior distribution for the off-road filter at
each stage (fully specified by µt |t and Σt |t from the off-
road filter)
(2) Sample the MAP state at stageT from the final (stageT ) filter
posterior as:
M∗T = argmaxmµ
m
T
X ∗T = argmaxXT pM∗T (XT |y1:T )
(3) Iterating backwards for t = T − 1, ..., 1:
(a) Evaluate equation (21) for both values of Mt , using the
appropriate two cases from equations 25-28
(b) SampleM∗t as that which gives the maximum value in step
a. above
(c) Given M∗t , use the appropriate sampling strategy from
equations 30-33 to sample the MAP state X ∗t
3 RESULTS
Figures 3-7 show the result of running the proposed sIMM filter
and MAP trajectory inference on a traces of GPS points for which
the road map does not adequately capture the set of drivable places.
The map used here is a variant of Open Street Map (OSM) [14].
Figure 3 compares the output of the on-/off-road map matching
proposed here to that of a standard (on-road only) map matching
approach. The latter is based on a variant of the Open Source Rout-
ing Machine (OSRM), which, in turn, is based on the algorithm in
[13]. In this trace, based on about four minutes of GPS data sampled
every 3s, the car, heading northeast from the bottom of the frame,
first makes an unusually late turn on to the northerly street, then
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Figure 3: Example of on/off-road map matching for a short gps trace. The panel on the left shows an aerial view of the region
(taken from Google Maps); the central panel shows the gps trace as green points, on-road map-matched sections as blue lines,
and off-road sections of the final trajectory as red lines. For comparison, the right-hand panel shows the output of standard
map matching based on CITIATION with the magenta line showing the map matched trajectory.
Figure 4: On-road probability µrt generated by the forward
sIMM filter (blue circles) and during backward sampling
p(Mt |M∗t+1,X ∗t+1,y1:t ) (green squares) for the GPS trace in fig-
ure 3.
enters an unmapped parking lot (at least in the version of OSRM
used here). The on-/off-road map matcher successfully tracks this
motion, outputting a plausible trajectory. The road-constrainedmap
matcher, in contrast, outputs an implausible trajectory containing
several unlikely U-turns. Figure 4 shows the on-road probability µrt
calculated in the forward sIMM filter. From this it can be seen that
the filter is mostly confident of being in either the on- or off-road
state, with uncertainty limited to periods near transition times. The
unusual late turn (around 30s in) shows up as slight possibility
of off-road motion in the filter, since it corresponds to a time at
which the car’s actual motion deviated from that ‘permitted’ on
the road network. Comparing calculated filter mode probabilities
to those from the backward MAP trajectory reconstruction pass
shows how the backward pass reduces lag in transitions; whereas
the forward filter may need to see a couple of observations before
it is confident in a mode transition, the backward pass, having the
benefit of future information can often make the transition a stage
or two earlier, seen in the left-shift of the green curve in figure 4.
Figure 5 illustrates how missing roads are handled by the pro-
posed on-/off-road map matcher. In this case the east-west road
(highlighted in the first panel) is not marked as drivable in the
map, but in fact it is a paved roadway, sufficiently wide for driving.
Because the road-constrained map matcher cannot traverse this
road, it is forced to produce an unrealistic trajectory containing a
u-turn that did not happen, and completely misses the portion of
the trajectory on the western north-south road.
Figure 6 shows a more extreme failure of the road-constrained
map matcher due to a missing road. In this case, the missing road
segment was closed for construction according to the version of
the map used by the map matcher, however the road had reopened.
The inability to connect the two halves of the GPS trace here causes
the road-constrained map matcher to generate a very implausible
trajectory in an attempt to best fit the input data. The on-/off-road
mapmatcher, in contrast, successfully reconstructs a trajectory very
close to that actually taken.
Finally, figure 7 shows how a missing intersection (highlighted
on aerial view) in the map causes unrealistic output from the road-
constrained map matcher. Because the turn that was actually taken
(right, into the parking lot) is not possible according to the map,
yet the car transitions from heading south to (eventually) heading
north on an apparently divided highway, the road-constrained map
matcher simply gives up and assumes a u-turn at the preceding
intersection. On-/off-road map matching correctly reconstructs the
detour into the parking lot, outputting a realistic trajectory.
3.1 Map Learning
The results in figures 3-7 show how the sIMM map matcher can
produce trajectories that are robust to map errors. It is also pos-
sible to use the output of the sIMM map matcher to detect errors
in the map, and, with sufficient data, to propose corrections. In
the case of passenger vehicle tracking, vehicles generally (but not
always!) drive legally and in ‘drivable’ areas (roadways, parking
lots, etc.), any recourse to an off-road trajectory could be indicative
of a position at which the map used in map matching does not
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Figure 5: Example of on/off-roadmapmatching showing robustness to missing map data. The road highlighted in the satellite
image (from Google Maps) in the left panel is not considered ‘routable’. This leads to incorrect mapmatching using a standard
map matching approach (right panel). On-/off-road map matching (centre panel) correctly traces the route, highlighting the
‘missing’ navigable road.
Figure 6: On-/off-road mapmatching with miss-
ing/mislabeled road (marked as non-navigable in map).
Left panel shows MAP trajectory output from on-/off-road
map matching (on-road portions are blue, off-road are red);
right panel shows that from standard road-constrainedmap
matching
correctly capture true vehicle motion. Although some apparent
off-road motion will be due to illegal manoeuvres (still possibly of
interest), poor quality input data (e.g. bad GPS signal) or temporary
features (for example, during construction), given a sufficiently
large collection of traces map-errors will become apparent as con-
sistent, repeated portions of off-road motion. If a large number of
similar ‘off-road’ trajectory portions are available it could also be
possible to propose corrections to the map, especially in the case of
missing roads, by considering the collection of trajectories and the
constraints of standard road geometry.
3.2 Performance
The runtime of the sIMM trajectory generation (filter, followed by
backward sampling) is around two to four times that of the the
standard HMM road-constrained map matcher. This is due to the
additional complexity of the filter and backward sampling, and the
fact that some optimizations around pruning of zero-probability
branches in the HMM implementation are no longer possible when
off-road motion is allowed to be considered. The implementation
of the sIMM filter and backward sampling used here is also not
as optimized as that of the standard road-constrained method, so
further runtime improvement is probably possible.
4 CONCLUSIONS
This work has shown how sample-based (e.g. HMM) map match-
ing systems can be made robust to map errors in an efficient and
principled way, by combining them with a closed-form free space
filter. In contrast to existing interacting multiple model approaches,
the approximation of ‘semi-interaction’ has been adopted in order
to allow computation efficient enough for web-scale applications.
This assumption allows a single free-space filter to run without
requiring input from the on-road tracking filter, but allows the
on-road tracking system to fall back to the free-space (off-road)
filter output when needed. This has applications in improving the
robustness of map matching systems by avoiding reconstruction
errors when maps contain missing or incorrect data. Furthermore,
with sufficient data, such a system can be used to discover and even
propose corrections to errors in the underlying map.
As part of the system a forward filter was developed that is
suitable for efficient realtime tracking of vehicles moving primarily
on-road but also sometimes off-road or in unmapped areas.
The method introduced here is general, in the sense that it does
not rely on specific on-road or off-road tracking models or filter
designs, allowing a range of sample-based on-road trackers and
closed-form (or approximately so) off-road trackers to be used.
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